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CEE Trader – The Trading Front-End

Wiener Börse AG provides the new, powerful and easy-to-use trading front-end, CEE Trader, to the members
of the Vienna Stock Exchange and its partner exchanges. Banks and brokers can use this tool for multi-market
trading on the stock exchanges of Budapest, Ljubljana, Prague and V
 ienna.
The new software helps keep our customers’ IT infstructure lean and efficient. It offers the possibility of using
a secure Internet connection, which means low installation and d
 eployment costs. It ensures a fast time-tomarket and can be used as an excellent trading connectivity alternative for members and also as a back-up
solution.
The CEE Trader was developed by Dorsum and Infront, two internationally recognized firms for financial
software and electronic trading solutions.

Main features at a glance
Market Data Functionality
■ Multi-market support (BSE, LJSE, PSE, VSE)
■ Real-time prices – order book depth 10 or up to 20
■ Price and news alerts
■ Multi-window support
■ Flexible, customizable screens
■ Professional charting solution
Trading Functionality
■ Trading on BSE, LJSE, PSE and VSE
■ Order/trade history (five days back)
■ Single orders, basket orders, Intelligent Order Processing mechanism
■ Interaction with other trading interfaces (for example CEESEG FIX)
■ Quotation functionality
■ Consolidated order book for double listed instruments (for example Erste Group in Vienna and Prague can
be merged in one order book)
■ Drop copy support with Xetra® native interfaces
Technical Key Figures
■ Connection via Internet or private network
■ RSA securID trading login (one login for all markets)
■ Market data sources: CEESEG FIX, Enhanced Broadcast Solution (EnBS), Alliance Data Highway (ADH)
■ Trading interface: CEESEG FIX

“The CEE Trader is the Infront terminal built on Infront Connect and t he Vienna Stock
Exchange’s infrastructure, so users benefit from a proven and powerful solution
already used by thousands of professional traders in over 27 countries. Exchange
members have very high technology and service level expectations when it comes
to their trading systems and the CEE Trader providing easy access to complete and
highly cost-effective market data, analytics and trading solution.”
Infront
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“Due to the effective cooperation with the Vienna Stock Exchange, D
 orsum has
successfully completed the project for the new trading terminal within very short
deadline. The strict compliance and the e
 xperiences across six countries contribute
to our strong position as a reliable and high quality service provider on the market.”
Dorsum Software Development and Services

Market Overview
Customizable trading terminal showing realtime market data for the CEE Trader markets.

The CEE Trader makes it possible to monitor multiple markets and instruments on one single screen with only one login. Dual listings
on two markets, e.g., Erste Group Bank AG (listed on the Prague and Vienna exchanges) can be compared via ”consolidated order
book” (market data displays and charts).

Fees

Product

Price per month

Basic Trading Station
Two Trading Stations

2 CEESEG markets

per station 175 EUR

Each additional CEE Trader

2 CEESEG markets

per station 250 EUR

2 CEESEG markets

150 EUR

Markets

All CEESEG markets

100 EUR

Full Market Depth

All CEESEG markets

100 EUR

Quotation Functionality

Per market

Basic Market Data Station
CEE Trader for Market Data only
Upgrade Packages

100 EUR
* Exchange members only

Basis Trading Station
n

Markets
The Basic Trading Station package includes trading on two
CEESEG markets. Market depth is 10.

Upgrade Packages
n

n

n

Markets
This upgrade package makes all CEESEG markets available for
trading.
Full Market Depth
This upgrade package includes full market depth (up to 20) for
the selected CEESEG markets.
Quotation Functionality
This upgrade package offers the quotation functionality for the
selected market.
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Contact
Technical Helpdesk
For orders and further information, please contact our team:
it_helpdesk@wienerborse.at
T +43 1 53165 170
F +43 1 53165 160
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Beatrix Fördös-Moser

“The Vienna Stock Exchange offers its trading members state-of-the-art infrastructure
and a portfolio of customized services. We commissioned the development of the
CEE Trader, a user-friendly and inexpensive front-end solution that runs over the
Internet, especially to meet the needs of small and medium-sized broker firms.“
Wiener Börse AG
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